
Tips for getting your projects to the pages of magazines

Earned media coverage 
for your landscape 
design/build company
Many high-end architectural design firms and interior 
designers have a unique marketing approach 
seldom found in the landscape design/build industry. 
Broken down into its simplest form, it goes like this
—create amazing living spaces, commission 
professional photography of the finished project, 
capture background on the client’s life before and 
after they live in their new spaces, and submit a 
complete package to magazines, newspapers, and 
appropriate websites. Let’s dig a little deeper on this 
marketing strategy and apply it to the landscape and 
pool industries. HALSTEADMEDIA.COM  |  (845) 475-8162
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1 
Create Amazing 

Projects

STEP 1

Let’s be honest. Not all landscape design/build 
companies do great work. I know, I know, it’s a 
shocker. If your not sure exactly what great work 
looks like, log on to Houzz.com and select the 
landscape photos section. The first 10-15 pictures 
you see are perfect examples of what we mean by 
great work. Amazing outdoor living projects come in 
all shapes and sizes so don’t focus on things like the 
scale of the projects, the design style, or the quality of 
the project photography. Just be sure to ‘quality 
check’ your completed projects in your portfolio to 
make sure you are creating outdoor living spaces 
worth talking about.



2 
Professional 

Photography of 
Your Finished 

Work

STEP 2

It’s simply mind-blowing the high number of landscape 
companies completing amazing work, day in and day 
out, that are yet to learn the value of project 
photography. When architects, interior designers, and  
master kitchen builders complete great projects,  
it is of utmost priority to them to catalog that work 
through photos and a story. Now, obviously these 
indoor spaces are easier to capture in photos right after 
completion. With outdoor living projects, there are 
many things to wait for—new grass to come in, 
plantings to fill in and mature, and the time of year and 
weather to be just right. These factors require 
landscape design/builds to follow an advanced 
schedule for capturing their work. Typically, scheduling 
a project to be photographed two years after it’s 
completion is ideal. Before the shoot, be sure to 
research home design magazines. How do they stage 
the spaces? What are things that all of these features 
have in common? Use these magazines to learn what 
media outlets look for in a story and approach your 
work in this manner.



3 
Capture the 
Story Behind 
the Project

STEP 3

Every amazing project needs a great story. Sometimes this comes easy and sometimes it requires digging 
deep for elements that will strike an emotional cord with readers. Perhaps the project was a special gift. 
Maybe the jobsite posed special challenges that your firm had to overcome? Whatever the case may be 
chances are pretty good that there is an underlying story that could be developed into something interesting 
or unique. One easy way of streamlining the gathering of this information is to use standard questionnaires. 
Provide the client with a list of 10 or so questions to answer before you begin and then again after you’re 
done. Proud homeowners love to talk about their homes—it’s a fun activity for them and its crazy valuable to 
your company. In addition, be sure to capture all the fundamental details of the project such as products and 
manufacturers used in the design, other design or installation companies involved in the process, the overall 
size of the project, and the length of time it took to complete. Let’s call these your project resources and you 
should file this information for all the major projects your company completes.



4 
Submit Project 

Overview to 
Media Outlets
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The inbound marketing
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LEADS FOR YOUR BUSINESS


